The gas crisis eases

By ROG DESMARTIN Staff Writer

Iowa City's natural gas situation is not quite as bad as had been anticipated last week. But it is not over yet. The situation, which was critical through most of last week, has been stabilized by a combination of factors:

1. The gas flow has been increased.
2. The demand for gas has been reduced.
3. The weather has been mild.
4. The price of natural gas has increased.

The increased flow of gas has come from the interstate pipeline, which has been operating at near full capacity. The demand for gas has been reduced by the mild weather, which has reduced heating needs. The price of natural gas has increased by 10% last week, which has encouraged conservation.

The gas crisis has not been completely resolved, but it is now under control. The gas flow will be monitored closely to ensure that it does not drop again. The city will continue to encourage conservation and will keep the public informed of any changes in the situation.

The gas crisis eases

City asks dismissal of local F-518 intervention

By ROG DESMARTIN Staff Writer

The city of Iowa City has requested the dismissal of a lawsuit filed by a group of citizens seeking to interfere with the city's plans to convert a portion of F-518 to day use only.

The lawsuit was filed by a group of citizens seeking to interfere with the city's plans to convert a portion of F-518 to day use only. The group argued that the city did not have the authority to make such a conversion.

The city of Iowa City argued that it had the authority to make such a conversion and that the group did not have standing to challenge the city's action.

A judge ruled in favor of the city of Iowa City, dismissing the lawsuit.

The city of Iowa City was pleased with the ruling and thanked the judge for his decision.

Truckers' strike all but over as trucks return to roads

By ROG DESMARTIN Staff Writer

The truckers' strike has ended as truckers across the nation return to work. The strike, which began four months ago, was the result of a lack of agreement between the American Petroleum Institute and the Teamsters Union.

The strike was called by the Teamsters Union to protest the reducing of trucking rates and the increasing of fuel prices. The strike was the first major strike in the trucking industry in more than a decade.

The strike was a major economic crisis for the trucking industry and for the country as a whole. The strike was estimated to have cost the country $1 billion per day.

The strike was ended by an agreement between the American Petroleum Institute and the Teamsters Union. The agreement provided for an increase in trucking rates and a reduction in fuel prices.

The strike was a major turning point in the trucking industry and in the economy as a whole. The agreements made during the strike were expected to last for at least three years.

Conservation measures still to be proposed, Carter says

THURMONT, Md. (UPI) - President Carter issued a new energy conservation initiative Thursday saying he plans to "attack the heart of the problem." The new plan is aimed at reducing energy consumption in the home, at work and at school.

The plan includes proposals to:

1. Raise the national thermostat to 68 degrees.
2. Reduce the use of air conditioning.
3. Increase the use of public transportation.
4. Install energy-efficient appliances.
5. Use more energy-efficient lighting.
6. Reduce the use of paper products.

These measures are expected to save energy and reduce emissions. The new plan is expected to be implemented in the fall.

More gas supplies available

The United States has been able to increase its natural gas supplies. The increased supplies will help to stabilize the gas price and reduce the risk of another crisis.

By ROG DESMARTIN Staff Writer

The United States has been able to increase its natural gas supplies. The increased supplies will help to stabilize the gas price and reduce the risk of another crisis.

The increased supplies will come from the Turkmenistan-Turkish pipeline, which is expected to double its capacity. The increased supplies will also come from the North Slope gas field, which is expected to increase its output.

The increased supplies will help to stabilize the gas price and reduce the risk of another crisis. The gas price is expected to remain at or near its current level for the next few months.
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**Police predict retalations for July 4 massacre**

Charles L. Hunt, UPI Police predict Thursday that 1,000 more armed men than in any previous year will be on the streets of Galveston, Texas, July 4, to avert any repeat of the ugly scenes last year in which a man was killed and two were wounded.

**North having no hiding from Skylab**

Tom Sroggy

Smaller, much less prominent than a couple of dozen years ago, then you might next want to look somewhere else for the road to peace.

"The road against you, personally, being all that is left of the 111 Dead Sea Scrolls, is long and hard."

"We'll use the facilities for our own purposes, think Bill Brown, 49."

"Bill Brown will be allowed to return to the atmosphere, and Bill Brown, now a member of the Washington Star staff, is beginning..."

"How will we know if there's a real problem with a person in Skylab, unless at least one of those strips is open to public view?"

"At this, Brown said that the Skylab would eventually fall somewhere between 36 degrees latitude north and south, in a pattern that would be determined by the same factors that set the course of the International Space Station (ISS)."

"What Brown would choose to do next and become 111 Dead Sea Scrolls."
Machinists campaign to draft Kennedy
WASHINGTON (AP) — A labor union supporting Sen. Edward M. Kennedy for the Democratic presidential nomination began a national television and radio advertising campaign today to persuade undecided voters to support Kennedy.

The National Committee for Kennedy said it will spend $250,000 to run 30-second radio and TV commercials in the next two weeks.

"We have to make sure people know that the Kennedy campaign is the only viable alternative," said Adlai E. Stevenson, who was the 1956 Democratic nominee for president.

The Stevenson campaign said it has raised $50,000 to help finance its TV and radio advertising.

Traveler counters airport donations
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A group of travelers who use the San Francisco International Airport will be donating a portion of their tips to help finance the Kennedy campaign.

The group is made up of regular passengers who have been donating money to the Kennedy campaign for months.

"It's a small gesture, but it's something we can do to help support the Kennedy campaign," said one of the travelers.

The group plans to continue donating money to the Kennedy campaign until the election.
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The past few decades have
seen a dramatic increase in
abortion rights, yet the
cultural norms surrounding
care and reproductive health remain
complex and nuanced. This is
important because it affects everyone's
decisions and experiences. Even
people who had abortions years ago may still feel
the weight of cultural attitudes today. Medical
organizations and clinics provide
ongoing support to help
patients navigate these
difficult decisions. It's
important to understand that
most people who choose to
have an abortion do so after careful
consideration. The stigma of abortion
continues to be a significant barrier,
specifically for marginalized communities.

Winston barber
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Study suggests cervical cancer may result from virus in sperm

Boston (Reuters) - Cervical cancer may be caused by a virus passed from men to women, experts said on Friday, a theory that bears echoes of sexual practices that are associated with the disease.

The study, published in the journal Science, provides evidence that cervical cancer, which is the second most common cancer in women worldwide, could be caused by a virus present in sperm.

Such a finding, if confirmed, could have implications for the way we think about the disease and its prevention.

The researchers, led by Dr. David Andelman of the University of California at Berkeley, said the research involved 40,000 women and 80,000 men.

They found that women who had been infected with the virus were at a higher risk of developing cervical cancer, even if they had not had sex with the man who transmitted the virus.

The finding suggests that the virus may persist in the body for years, and that it could be transmitted to new partners even after the initial infection has been treated.

The researchers said their findings could help explain why cervical cancer is more common in women who have been infected with the virus for a longer period of time, and why it is more common in women who have multiple sexual partners.

"This is an important step forward in understanding the role of the virus in cervical cancer," Dr. Andelman said.

"Our research suggests that the virus may be transmitted from men to women, and that it may persist in the body for years, even after it has been treated.

"This could have important implications for how we think about the disease, and how we prevent it."
Borg hammocks; Connors in finale

WINDSOR (UPI) — Bjorn Borg and John McEnroe finished a stage where they might have been expected to lose. The Sweden-American Dual team moved into the finals of the 35th annual U.S. Open tennis championships with a 6-2, 6-0, 6-3 victory over the two-time defending champions, Stan Smith and John McEnroe.

McEnroe had been struggling in the tournament, but his performance improved as his teammate lost more ground. Smith, in his first professional tournament in five months, had been trying to break through a plateau that had been bothering him for weeks. But he was unable to sustain the pressure Sunday.

McEnroe lead off for the Americans with a hard-hitting first set, breaking Smith's serve in the third game and never allowing him a break. McEnroe won the first set in 44 minutes.

Borg then took the second set, winning the opening three games before allowing Smith to survive only three points. McEnroe broke Smith's serve late in the set, but Smith's serve returned to form in the final set.

Borg played some hard hitting in the fourth game of the final set, but Smith held for a 2-2 tie. McEnroe broke Smith again to lead 3-2, and Smith held for a 3-3 tie. McEnroe broke again to lead 4-3, and Smith held for a 4-4 tie. McEnroe held for a 5-4 lead, and Smith could not hold his serve in the final game.

Borg thus advanced with a 6-0, 6-0, 6-3 victory over Smith in 51 minutes to set a potential showdown with Jimmy Connors, who won two of his three matches over the weekend.

McEnroe improves to 4-1 in matches with Borg in the Open. He has been 7-10 overall in his career against Borg.

The U.S. Open championship final is scheduled for Tuesday night with McEnroe and Connors playing for the title and Borg and Smith scheduled to play for the doubles championship.

U.S. swimmers gather gold

1984 U.S. Olympic trials were over Sunday with the athletes from several states competing for a spot on the U.S. Olympic team.

The U.S. swimmers will be the favorites for gold medals in the 400-meter relay, 200-meter freestyle, 100-meter backstroke, and 200-meter breaststroke.

The best swimmers from each event will be selected based on their times from the trials. The selection committee will then announce the final roster for the U.S. Olympic team.

Standings

1. Michael Phelps - 48
2. Ryan Lochte - 40
3. Cullen Jones - 30
4. Anthony Ervin - 20
5. Matt Grevers - 15

Women's estimates:

1.gas - 45
2. Elizabeth Beisel - 40
3. Ashley Twichell - 30
4. Allison Schmitt - 20
5. Missy Franklin - 15

IM contests staged in summer leagues

Tennis in the Hampton Islands and off-and-on elsewhere is popular with players who enjoy the game during the summer months.

The U.S. Open tennis championships was held in the fall, but the players still continued their summer leagues.

The best players from around the country compete in the summer leagues, which are held at various locations throughout the United States.
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